1. □ Fill each of the following five measures with the correct Key Signature, scale, and LETTER NAMES
   D Major □ Key Signature
   □ The scale
   □ LETTER NAMES
   F Major □ Key Signature
   □ The scale
   □ LETTER NAMES
   Bb Major □ Key Signature
   □ The scale
   □ LETTER NAMES
   Eb Major □ Key Signature
   □ The scale
   □ LETTER NAMES
   G Major □ Key Signature
   □ The scale
   □ LETTER NAMES

2. □ Mark the beat strokes above the notes.
   □ Write the beat numbers and counts under the notes.

3. □ Write the LETTER NAMES under the notes.

4. □ Write the solfege syllables below the notes.
   □ Hint: Check the Key Signature to find out which note is do.